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Tihomir Iliev is between those photographers, who
share their love between the video camera and photo
camera. He does not separate them, because he already
had understood that they are a great instruments,
which instead of being rivals for his attention, can
help him both together to reveal in its wholeness
and in multilevel way the depth of his emotion and his
relationship with the object, the idea and the message,
which he shares trough his photographic works. Tihomir
sincerely believes that the photography is a reflection
of his personal philosophy of living. Along with that he
is convinced that when the photography is represented
in a proper way, it has the ability to change entirely
people’s way of thinking and their attitudes about the
life and the world as all.
When did you start
dealing with photography and what
was your reason to
choose it?
I get my firs camera
“Smiana” 8M as a very
special and dreaming gift
for the New Year when I
was at about 10 years old.
I was more than happy.
That fact lately became a
reason for me to redirect
my all pocket money into
buying
photographic
supplies. Along the years
my
attraction
toward
photography was varied
just like tide is up and
down. As a student I came
to Sofia and start learning
“Organic Chemistry” in
the specialized university.
My
roommate
had
introduced me one of his
friends, who was amateur
- photographer. In his

laboratory (in fact it was a
kind of artistic basement)
being already almost adult
I finally realized the magic
of painting with light
and decided to turn my
hobby and passion into my
profession. It was already
clear for me that I won’t
become a chemist in no
way, especially after the
next unsuccessful trial to
take my Calculus examine…
So that was how I came
to the College Directory
of NATFA. Later I became
a student there, choosing
the specialty „Cinema and
TV cinematography.“ Since
that moment cinema and
photography had settled
down permanently and
comfortably in my life. My
passion for telling stories,
using their techniques,
became my destiny and my
hobby had turned into my
professional career.
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I choose to be led by my
strong intuition that makes
me constantly looking for
solutions outside the inertia
and the status quo.
The food is between your basic
themes and subjects of working.
You manage to reveal a very
different and quite artistic look
at something so prosaic like the
food is. What had turned the focus
of your work toward food?
For my great luck the fate made me a part of
the teams, creating „Bacchus“ - the magazine
for wine connoisseurs, and the culinary TV
show „Bon Appetit.“ It was my chance to travel
a lot; to study and observe different aspects of
the culinary craft; to meet and interact closely
with unique artistic chefs, whose knowledge,
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gourmet mastery and creativity in their
relationship with food had inspired me, had
charmed me and subsequently attracted
me to the culinary genre. The major role for
my inspiration had played my good friend
Chef Ivaylo Petkov from „Lazy“ with whom
together we’ve made many cookbooks and
magazines. I love the comfort of the studio.
That is why I’ve made the subject and the
culinary photography my favorite working
field. I adore to put a thought in every singe
detail, in the preparation, the arrangement,
the lighting, especially when I am shooting
food. I still feel excited when I have to impart
a character to a culinary set, to juxtapose
different textures, to insert any kind of tricks
and tips, just to express in the best way the
palatability and charisma of something as
prosaic as the food is. My passion for cooking
has grown into a project for a little bistro,
named „Club 68“ in “Pavlovo” quarter /Sofia/.
There together with my friends we give wings
to all of our ideas, inspiring each other. Along
with that we enrich our experience and pull
each other forward.
What inspires you in your work as
a photographer?
My family is my engine, my greatest creative
generator that drives me to develop myself. It
makes me constantly learning something new
and building on my skills. My loving people are
sharing my excitement in all different aspects
of creating something personal and artistic. I
get an inspiration also from the life itself, from
the concept of aesthetical way of thinking
and the one for adding a value in their broad
fullness. I choose to be led by my strong
intuition that makes me constantly looking
for solutions outside the inertia and the status
quo. Last few years I’ve felt quite interested in
healthy cuisine, especially since my daughter
Matea was born. Since I became a father, I

Photography
reflects
the nature of
the
the man who
creates it,
shares
Tihomir.
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began to pay more attention to health
as all. So along with my strong desire
to be a good example for my child and
elegantly nudged by the woman beside
me, who is a full. I imperceptibly began
to study new kind of foods, which had
entered our market. I’ve started looking
for reliable ways to prepare these foods
and to accept a brand new philosophy
of relation with food.
What the photography means
to you?
It is my personal way and intimate
form for telling stories, to revealing
impressions and emotions, a reason to
share some great manifestations of life,
which worth to be seen and registered.
Shooting is my way to communicate
with the world trough static or moving
pictures. At least photography is the
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way to my inner space, my adequate
means of expression; my best creation.

The special
relationship
with the
food is part
of Tihomir‘s
philosophy
of life.

What are you dreaming for
and what do you believe in as
a person and as an artist?
My dream is linked with the
establishment of more honesty and
understanding of the craft in the
relationship „photographer-client“. I‘m
stubborn in my trying to differentiate
the artisanal nature of photography,
based on the long years’ labor and
cultivating knowledge, a trial and
a good taste on one hand, and the
quite popular profession in the last
years more known as “shooter” on the
other. I am dreaming for better times
to come when my colleagues will stop
closing their studios and selling their
technique.... I am dreaming for a higher

level of culture, a better knowledge about the
business, more personal respect, enough quantity
of orders and good clients.
Ina personal aspect I am dreaming my loving people
to be in a good health and to support me in my
crazy ideas.

It is my personal way and
intimate form for telling
stories, to revealing
impressions and
emotions.
Would you share with us your plans for
the close future in artistic aspect?
My current work is almost with the video camera.
In the coming months I will be concentrated in the
project work linked with the implementation of
various television commercials. In some sense that is
bringing me back these last months to the well known
dynamics of the video camera and its operating. I was
fortunate to work with a wonderful team and I feel
privileged to collaborate with professionals, who
enrich my trial and expand my horizons.
Together with my partner in life we’ve established a
small creative studio, named „SPOTLIGHT STUDIO”.
For the closer future we are planning development
of alternative cookbooks, focused on the healthy
eating and the cultivation of empathic attitude
towards the environment in which we are living.
Just in few words – we will turn the view into nutrition
as a part of a larger idea – the spiritual growth and the
awareness. Creating the photographic part of these
projects will be a new challenge for me – I will try to
reveal the beauty of natural live food in its wholeness,
seeing it as a symbiosis of organic water, minerals, fiber,
enzymes, solar energy. It sounds exciting and inspiring!

Last few
years
Tihomir
shows a
special
interest
in healthy
cuisine.

* Copyright on all the posted photos is a
property of Tihomir Iliev
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